
From: Gary S Gevisser 
Sent: Sunday, March 09, 2008 3:33 PM PT 

To: Devin Standard 
Cc: rest; Adam L Tucker'; Jeffrey R. Krinsk - Finkelstein & Krinsk; Dr. John K. 

Pollard Jr. - Alumni MIT & Cornell University; Office of the Israeli Defense 
Department Attache - Israeli Embassy Washington DC.; Professor Ben Singer; 
Sargent Amanda Lopez - US Army Recruiter; US Marine Captain Brian Steidle - The 

Devil Came On Horseback; Roy Essakow - Executive Marc Rich Holdings; 
kbh@hulettharper.com; King Golden Jr. Esq.; Roger W. Robinson - "Busom buddy" 

of King Golden Jr. Esq. - Former Chairman U.S.-China Economic and Security 
Review Commission-Protege of senior DAAC operative David Rockefellar - Chairman 
of Chase Manhattan Bank; NO LONGER PRACTICING, thank G-d, Dr. John BIG BEN 

Stewart MD of Sharp Memorial Hospital - aka The Sperm Donor aka The It aka The 
COW's boyfriend; xjhankeyx@yahoo.com; Leutenant William Kemery - San Diego 

Sheriffs Department Internal Affairs Unit; Michael Strauss Esq. - International 
Monetary Fund; Michael Lombardi - FBI; United States Justice Department; 
jimandjoe@ussliberty.com; Dr. Laura Family; drudge@drudgereport.com; Dr. Ruth; 

Rush Limbaugh; Professor Jeffrey Sachs - Columbia University; 
Senator@kennedy.senate.gov; Senator Lieberman ; Senator Barack Obama - US 

Democratic Presidential candidate; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-Rhodes Scholar-Rich Clinton; 
aniahz@yahoo.com; Jay O. Light - Dean Harvard Business School; Professor Joe 

Grundfest - Stanford University - former member of the SEC; Dan Fullen - General 
Manager - The lodge at Torrey Pines; Sherri Hendricks - Rapaport Report; Tony 
Leon MP - Leader of the Democratic Alliance - Republic of South Africa; Leah 

Brandon - KFI 640 AM; Ms Lulama Xingwana - Deputy Minister of Minerals and 
Energy; E. Trimble - President of KFMB TV; Cuban Government; Doug Fiske - De 

Beers Gemological Institute of America; earlyshow@cbs.com; Estela Bravo - 
Producer FIDEL; Embassy of Pakistan - Interests Section of the Islamic Republic of 
Iran 

Subject: TO BE EVEN MORE SAVAGE - RE: Gerry hello - I thought a good 
"continuation" to our one conversation about "water boarding" would be for you to 

take a look ... 
 
Hymn – Marie says that as well. 

 
Marie says, “he is making you focus”. 

 
Let me go off on a slight tangent and tell you a little about this guy Gerry who I 
met at a charity event last night where Marie and won in a live auction the 8 day 

cruise down the Danube. 
 

Gerry is 67 and about to be married for the first time to a woman about 50, looks 
much younger with a kid about Danielle’s age, possibly much older. Who gives a 
hoot exactly, about age and the such including Adam caught up in his “self-

gratification” thinking he is enlightened by my sharing with him just part of the 
mind of God so vengeful towards those most of all self-absorbed with the 

knowledge that is not quite as important as the imagination, but still critical 
nevertheless. 



 
He says he is very wealthy and doesn’t quite know what to do with all his money. 

 
He is also retired US Army and received from me last night in less than 5 minutes 

an intelligence course that has him questioning whether he is currently “coming or 
going”. 
 

Focus. 
 

The movie focus Adam thought was a “B” rate movie starring A rate actors. 
 
I thought it was a very excellent A rate movie given most of all the subject matter. 

 
To tighten the “syllabus” a very excellent choice of word, notice not “words” 

requires ONLY that you come up with a price for the very first seminar-workshop 
that I could put on this very moment beginning with the most important-talked 
about issue of the day, that being Bush saying he is going to veto the bill banning 

water boarding which is all about the need which Bush understands to make our 
military personnel so poorly paid, so poorly schooled, to be even more savage. 

 
If you have truth on your side, the first thing you do is explain in the kindest, most 

gentile manner, without ever once raising your voice, let alone using vile and foul 
language, to captured enemy, why they simply need to think about Us Americans, 
all about “money, me” being the “chosen ones”, and they will want to join us 

beginning by not waiting a moment to share all their intelligence with us. 
 

REMEMBER WE, us Almighty Dollar US-DeBeers Americans, SAY, “MAY GOD BLESS 
AMERICA”, a nation founded on lying, stealing and cheating the indigenous Indians 
out of their homelands. 

 
Where is this “truth” about US Americans being the “Standard Bearer” for “truth 

and honesty”? 
 
US Americans, the most drugged crazed nation in the world, much more so than 

what the British did in the “fair trade” of hooking the Chinese on opium in exchange 
for stealing their tea, have the fricken chutzpah of priding ourselves on the “checks 

and balances” of our 3 Branches of Government so very quick in spreading the 
propaganda of us Americans being a beacon of, “Democracy, Justice, Freedom, 
Free Enterprise System” when the facts show that US Americans are so 

extraordinarily anti-competition, anti-Semitic, and racist who when creating our 
civil wars on foreign lands in addition to stealing the precious mineral resources get 

the added benefit of those peoples’ best and brightest being forced to flee and seek 
a safe haven on our shores. 
 

It is not how quick we forget the 3 Branches of the US Government’s South African 
Apartheid Regime. 

 



The Apartheid Regime and the US Government, one and the same, period, full stop, 
exclamation point! 

 
The “racism” all a fricken smokescreen for stealing. 

 
In return for the military mite protection of the Armed Forces of the United States, 
the United States of America’s Apartheid Regime shipped out for some 45 odd years 

all of South Africa’s enslaved Black people’s precious mineral resources, beginning 
with gold and platinum; and you remember how pathetic it is that an American 

Charles Engelhard inherited the title, “The Platinum King” from his father of the 
same name, all the while some 78% of the platinum is mined in South Africa. 
 

Of course US Americans can’t tell the “enemy”, not happy with our “conniving”, the 
 truth and win them over with “loving kindness”, when we, the world’s BIGGEST 

FRICKEN THIEVES can’t tell our own people the truth because OF COURSE, they 
cannot handle the truth. 
 

We are supposedly a “Christian Nation” who preach “we should love our enemies” 
so fricken self-serving, agree? 

 
Did I lose you? 

 
Let me spell it out further. 
 

Were the captured enemy to be treated so well including being fed so well with stuff 
like Gefilte fish, hummus, fresh olives, making them feel so at home, and then 

return to their units in the west bank, Jerusalem and the such and eventually get 
their first weekend off to talk with their families - Arabs and Jews so alike going 
back to the days of Abraham - and even if not “convinced” and therefore not able to 

convince other family members to refrain from becoming suicide bombers, we us 
“wandering-backpack-Jewish people” on the side of light-truth who don’t push our 

religious fanaticism, have lost nothing in the process, beginning by not becoming 
savages ourselves when resorting to use brutal interrogation techniques, so 
ungodly, so non-spiritual. 

 
When last did you read in the New York Times about Israeli Special Forces 

commandos having to resort to “water boarding”? 
 
So who is the enemy apart from the most brutal and beyond a shadow of a doubt 

corrupt 3 Branches of the US Government not in the least bit interested in “Olive 
Branch” foreign policy. 

 
Instead the US Government’s Regime Change Policy “speaks volumes”. 
 

Help me make perfect sense! 
 

Marie left my side about 2 minutes ago to prepare lunch; now telling me, “I am not 
double tasking!” 



 
[Word count 954] 
 

From: Devin Standard [mailto:devinstandard@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Sunday, March 09, 2008 2:15 PM 

To: Gary S Gevisser 
Subject: Re: Gerry hello - I thought a good "continuation" to our one conversation about "water 

boarding" would be for you to take a look ... 

 

Have you, or Adam, tightened up the syllabus for the seminar series? 

Devin 

----- Original Message ---- 

From: Gary S Gevisser <gevisser@sbcglobal.net> 

To: Gerry 
Sent: Sunday, March 9, 2008 2:08:48 PM 
Subject: Gerry hello - I thought a good "continuation" to our one conversation 

about "water boarding" would be for you to take a look ... 

at an internet only book, The Diamond Invention 

  
http://www.edwardjayepstein.com/diamond/prologue.htm 

  

written by Hollywood blockbuster author Edward Jay Epstein who I happen to have 
very significant “issues” with beginning with the fact that he could have well 

afforded an editor in this most fascinating non-fiction novel detailing the devious 
nature of De Beers a relatively “little known” but highly dynamic organization I 

happen to be intimately familiar with, beginning with the fact that they too could 
have afforded Mr. Epstein who also still writes editorials for the Wall Street Journal, 
an editor to help smooth out the extraordinarily few rough edges in this most 

extraordinarily revealing expose of the mafia of mafia. 
  

Suffice to say when we next meet you will have little if any difficulty understanding 
that this whole “water boarding” business is nothing more than yet another 
“smokescreen” bearing in mind just one thought; and that is while we take the 

position that our “enemy” is “deranged”, having been “brainwashed” from the 
youngest of age to give not a care in the world to using themselves and their next 

of kin including the most innocent, the most young, the most defenseless, to do 
their “dirty work” and nothing quite as savagery as “suicide bombers” who go after 
“soft targets”, and therefore we cannot apply our “value system” that we believe 

deep down in our hearts to be all about us westerners wanting to do “good”, it is 
highly doubtful that a single one of those being interrogated using the “water 

boarding” technique that has been around for “donkey years”, is a “successful” 
suicide bomber. 
  

Below is a photo taken of me, wearing the red and white Kibbutz hat, in January 
1968, age 10, on the Golan Heights in northern Israel.  



 
  

Below is a photo taken of me 18 months earlier holding for the first time an Uzi 
submachine gun and aiming it at my middle brother who was some 15 odd months 
older than me. 

 
And this one below shows me “in training” taken at the same time I was looking at 
those minefields and wondering how best to “win over the enemy” that would 
eventually outnumber us by simply using our “intelligence”. 



 
Let me know when you would next like to get together. 
  
All the best, 

  
Gary 
 


